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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6kjvWKuVkE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdSsJQ-fvOU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDKk15KcqNk

"The Victory of Allah is very near so people need to prepare themselves for a
wave of Sharia and Islam" said the brownie criminal. He is probably living out
freely, organizing rapes and the next terror attack.

"The Victory of Satan is very near so people need to prepare themselves for a
wave of jewish hatred, death of pastime jewish gods and the uprising of
Satansim" I say. We are obviously the pagan bad boys, rolling wheels in Hell.
Okay, then so be it. Grab a wheel and ride on my side.

These people make their thing happen. They try to force people to extinction;
they are taking physical actions for their so called "bordallah" and they keep
murdering and raping every day. Have you done your Reverse Torah Rituals for
the day? Because if you think the USA or elsewhere is going to be excluded, you
better wake the fuck up.

Do I need to comment on the above? These people will soon put rape and Sharia
law as a normal and great thing. They will soon get out and say how good is to
be raped or something.

As you can see, Aryans are being set to the way for their destruction and death
by the jews. You see some people who are race traitors, cucklords and faithless
SCUM love the shekels and they think that somehow, after their Races and
people are gone, they will somehow survive good. Bad news it is that the jews
have their graves prepared for them too if they let this escalate.

Just look at these disgusting pieces of life and what they tell women.

For Women living in Europe, amongst the midst of rapefugees, until there is
physical protection and real men are here to protect you in ways these migrants
will definitely NOT like... And until the issue is COMPLETELY solved, there are
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practical things that can be done.

Of course, Satanic Women have the Spiritual means to do this, but there are
handy things one can do too. I am typing this for certain reasons and hyenas,
that this is not advocacy to any action. This is just logic. Pure, common sense.
Go with the laws in your country about this. If you are lucky to live in a country
where you can have a gun, by all means, have a gun. Now this goes to all
women.

1. Get a pepper spray. Right in the eyes of the victim.

2. Deliver fatal kicks to their crotch. Literally. This will render any male
defenseless and you will have time to escape. They can also end up eternally
infertile.

3. Aim for the throat. If you are lucky enough to land just one punch on the
invader's throat, they will soon drop senseless and on the floor. Aiming for the left
side is also a good alternative. Taking classes on self defence and such can also
render them helpless. These so-called "men" aren't even males but monkeys of
the lowest level.

4. Don't wait for others to protect you and don't depend on the police and such,
because the police will only come AFTER the incident has happened, if they ever
arrive. If someone is so stupid as to assume they are to take out the phone, call,
wait for the police and at the same time hold the invader in "stasis" with the force
or saying "no" (like the rapist gives any fuck), then you are Darth Vader and you
have advanced too far from Humanity, or you are just a beta feminist waiting to
get raped. You can see why in the above highly intelligent videos. I don't need to
comment on this apparent overflow of intelligence.

5. Buy a taser. Self-explanatory. Will knock any fool senseless. A gun taser might
be the one too.

6. There are also other alternatives, you can imagine what this is.

7. On a more spiritual note, program your aura to siphon the will of criminals who
want to do this to you. There are many alternatives, one can think of these.

8. Don't go on territories that you know that you should not go. Also, don't fuck up
your consciousness with altering alcohol or anything else that weakens you and
makes you vulnerable. Animal Party living didn't make any woman happy. Mostly
drugged and raped in many cases.



The above will guarantee you safety. There are also other things, but this was
just general advice.
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